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Ethiopia accepted Christianity as her sovereign faith after being a Judaic nation for centuries before

Christ. Her political seat being the Throne of David makes this event uniquely significant in that

Judaism as a religion or as a nation had no existing empire. By this, we mean that after the

destruction of Jerusalem in 588 BC and the dispersion of the Israelites, the Jews, as a nation, were

unable to reconstruct an independent state anywhere in the world except for the empire established

in Ethiopia. Therefore, Ethiopia represented the only nation to have made such a transition from

Judaism to Christianity. When one makes a thorough study of the traditions of the biblical Jewish

nation, one will understand that a Jewish nation could not be reestablished without the Throne and

seed of King David. Therefore, Israel as a place remains to be the fragmented ruins of a past

flourishing Jewish state. The Roman invasion and occupation of Jerusalem created an atmosphere

of tension and political unrest that continued and subsequently led to the destruction of this once

glorious city, which used to house the Ark of the Covenant. All this occurred before the birth of

Christ, who was to be the major element in the events that were to lead to a New Way.
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Excellent and magnificent in many ways...striking paintings and drawings by the author strengthens

and enlivens the subject matter and pulls the reader into the Journey... a plethora of knowledge

sourced from the author's direct experience, various ancient manuscrips, and religious/historical

publications. Very successful integration of world history with Biblical prophecies...and compelling



explanation of the Feminine Divine....Crucial knowledge and wisdom, at a time when it is most

needed. Beautiful and Blessed Works!!!

I appreciated the historic details and a glimpse into the perspective of the Rastafarian. Why can

employers discriminate based on Dreadlocks?

It's a book that's really easy to read over and over again. In no uncertain terms, this book is very

eye opening with respect to men and women in the consciousness of love. Blessed Love.

This book makes what could be complicated subject matter, an easy read. It taught me some things

and made me consider some things I hadn't thought about in depth before.

GREAT SOUND KNOWLEDGE on the livity of Rastafari...Great foundational guide for those

beginning their journey into the Roots of Rastafari! LOOOVE IT!

I love this book!!! It is the most insightful and informative I have come across lately. I will definitely

for other book such as this from this author.

An excellent book! highly recommended to all that seek to understand the roots of knowledge and

love for this life in Rastafarian light !

Very interesting I encourage it is a must read
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